ALDEBARAN
Offerings from this series are great wells of reinforced power, useful for making manifest one’s will
in the world and aiding in the generation and management of physical resources. They can be used
to magically support creative endeavors and make them real, ideal for those committed to the
development of a Sovereign existence, and ability to sustain it. Provides strength, determination,
and bolsters will-power. Excellent for money-drawing, wealth building, increased luck, and brings
the favor of the Gods and those in power. Commands respect, increases all levels of fortitude.
Side effects: Aldebaran can result in stubbornness, selﬁshness, entitlement, and aggressive or blunt
behavior. Promotes willfulness and ﬁxates one on their goals and desires. Encourages hard work.
Practical Applications: Apply these offerings before engaging in creative work, or whenever you
need to carry yourself with strength and gravitas - before business meetings, depositions,
negotiations, etc. Apply before tough interactions to steel yourself and reduce anxiety around
confrontation, also increasing the likelihood of personal victory.
Creative Support: Aldebaran is a great creative potentiator, asking “What do you want to make, in
and of this world?” Use before meditating on your vision and along the process of working to
materialize it. Use it to gain the resources necessary, inner and outer, to achieve your material aims.
Magical Applications: Use to activate sigils and vision boards. Apply to wealth altars, talismans,
and your wallet. Paperwork, contracts, applications, and the like can be smoked.
Seal + Numerical Associations: The image on the label is the glyph for Aldebaran, and it is strongly
allied to the number 4 and the square, which provides stability.
Timing: Use whenever as needed; time Jupiter’s days and hours; or to planetary windows related to
the topic at hand (for instance, if Venus rules your 10th house/ MC of career and you’re making
manifest a promotion, time to Venus’ day and hour). Feed Aldebaran talismans and make petitions
to the star when the Moon conjoins within 3 or less degrees of 9° tropical Gemini, preferably when
waxing or full of light.
Orphic Hymn: The Orphic Hymns are prayers to certain gods and planetary powers. They can be
used for propitiation and to gain favor. Here is the prayer to Astron/ the Stars, lightly modiﬁed to
address Aldebaran below:
With holy voice I call Aldebaran on high, pure sacred light and genii of the sky.
Celestial star, the progeny of Night, in whirling circles beaming far your light,
Refulgent rays around the heav'ns ye throw, eternal fires, the source of all below.
With flames significant of Fate ye shine, and aptly rule for men a path divine.
In seven bright zones ye run with wand'ring flames,
and heaven and earth compose your lucid frames:
With course unwearied, pure and fiery bright forever shining thro' the veil of Night.
Hail twinkling, joyful, ever wakeful fire! Propitious shine on all my just desires;
These sacred rites regard with conscious rays, and end our works devoted to your praise.
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